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ABSTRACT
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are a clear and present
threat to both today’s and future network infrastructures. Attacks
are constantly growing in sophistication with new threats emerging
and likely amplified with other technology trends (e.g., amplification, IoT botnets, 5G connectivity). While great progress has been
made in devising many types of mitigation strategies, they are
found wanting in light of advanced large-scale attacks and our
ability to minimize the impact of the attacks on legitimate services.
In this work, we explore a new opportunity for bolstering
our DDoS defense arsenal by leveraging recent advances in programmable optics. We envision ONSET: an Optics-enabled InNetwork defenSe for Extreme Terabit DDoS attacks. Our approach
seeks to isolate and steer attack traffic by dynamic reconfiguration
of (backup) wavelengths. This physical isolation of attack traffic
enables finer-grained handling of suspicious flows and offers better
performance for legitimate traffic in the face of large-scale attacks.
In this position paper, we demonstrate the preliminary promise of
this vision and identify several open problems at the intersection
of security, optical, and systems communities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are on the rise [1, 9, 21,
43]. The immense attack volumes, attack diversity, sophisticated
attack strategies, and the low cost of launching them make DDoS
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attacks a critical cybersecurity issue in today’s and future Internet infrastructure. DDoS defense is not a new problem and prior
work has made significant progress in devising mitigation strategies
to tackle DDoS attacks. These range from packet scrubbing solutions [5, 7, 13, 16, 35], in-network filtering [8, 20, 29, 52], to more
recent routing around congestion methods [47], as well SDN/NFVbased elastic defenses [19, 53]. Despite these advances, the rise of
new-age extreme terabit attacks mandates a critical rethinking of
DDoS defense strategies.
In this work, we pursue a new opportunity for bolstering our
DDoS defense arsenal by leveraging advances in programmable
optics. A specific technology push we propose to exploit here is
the ability to program a subset—not all—of the optical components.
For example, ROADMs enable steering of existing wavelengths
at finer granularities and enable rerouting traffic on the order of
sub-seconds at the physical layer [37]. Another example is the improvements to amplifier modeling [27], pointing towards a rapidly
programmable backbone in the near future. These timescales and
programmability are recent advances that are being deployed as
commodity solutions.
While programmable optics have been used for traditional
network management tasks such traffic engineering and routing [17, 22, 42, 46], its benefits have not been explored in the context of DDoS defense. As a starting point, we envision two use
cases where optics-enabled defenses can provide significant benefits. First, consider rerouting traffic to “packet scrubbers” to detect
and drop malicious packets. Unfortunately, benign traffic will suffer
performance impacts and this rerouting can induce additional network congestion. With an optical-enabled defense, such congestion
problems can be tackled using dynamic capacities (i.e., scaling the
capacity of optical paths on-demand) by opportunistic reconfiguration of wavelengths. Second, if we can combine it with some
lightweight mechanism to detect suspicious vs. benign traffic in the
data plane, legitimate traffic can be routed without congestion on
isolated wavelengths. This has the dual benefit of reducing the total
scrubbing cost and reducing the performance impact on benign
traffic.
Motivated by these use cases, we make a case for the ONSET framework—Optics-enabled In-Network defenSe for Extreme
Terabit DDoS attacks. Our vision in ONSET is to bridge packet and
optical networks to provide new defense capabilities that would
otherwise be impractical. In this paper, we identify two key classes
of technical challenges in realizing this vision and sketch a preliminary roadmap to address them:
• (i) Models for ONSET: While the above use cases are instructive,
we need to systematically understand if, when, and how specific
optical-layer opportunities can help different DDoS scenarios. To
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this end, we present a simple throughput model for a direct attack
with a classical packet scrubber deployment for mitigation and
demonstrate the efficacy of ONSET. By isolating the traffic into
two groups (i.e., suspicious and trusted), we show that ONSET
can reroute the suspicious traffic to a scrubber and send trusted
traffic directly to the destination—improving throughput by 25%
to 51%, while reducing latency by 33% to 65%.
• (ii) Design of ONSET: Motivated by these analytical results, we
present the design goals and system requirements of ONSET,
building atop ONOS [3] SDN controller. Our design includes a (a)
flexible data plane with capabilities and APIs to reconfigure wavelengths in the face of ongoing traffic and to coordinate optical
components and programmable switches, (b) robust control plane
that isolates/steers suspicious flows into separate wavelengths
in a performance-aware manner and runs advanced defenses
for extreme terabit attacks, and (c) new suite of applications for
network operators.
Looking beyond these specific scenarios, we speculate that the
ONSET approach can be more broadly applied to other security
issues. For example, advanced attackers can map and launch sustainable, adaptive attacks by fingerprinting the network topologies,
services, and even defenses. With novel optical features such as
rapid wavelength reconfiguration and amplifier tuning, however,
we can introduce new dynamic adaptation capabilities to combat
such advanced DDoS attacks. For example, wavelengths can be
changed at different locations of the network to thwart ongoing
network reconnaissance [39]. Similarly, wavelengths can also be
strategically added on-demand to create new capacity to alleviate attack-induced congestion for advanced infrastructure (e.g.,
Crossfire) attacks [32]. We hope this position paper spurs further
conversation and efforts in the programmable networks community.

2

A CASE FOR OPTICS-ENABLED
DDOS DEFENSE

DDoS attacks keep escalating in volume, diversity, and dynamism.
For example, new types of link flooding attacks [32] target at the
transit core of the Internet, which not only impacts a few endpoints but all users of that link. Motivated by this evolving attack
landscape, researchers have proposed two new types of “agile" defenses: (1) using NFV-based middleboxes [19] to replace traditional
hardware appliances and to launch flexible defenses based on the
scale and type of attack; and (2) by leveraging programmable data
planes [53] to defend attacks rapidly at the infrastructure level.
While these defenses are as compelling as ever, they treat the
underlying topology (e.g., optical layer) as a static entity and, in the
worst case, are oblivious to the topology. One might ask “why are
not all optical links loaded to maximum capacity at all times?" This
question trivializes capacity planning and infrastructure design due
to two false assumptions about the optical layer. First, operators
can easily provision all fiber links in their network to maximum
capacity at a negligible cost. While it is true that a strand of fiber has
a fundamental limit to the amount of data it can carry (known as
the Shannon limit [18]), it is unreasonable to assume that operators
would expend resources keeping a fiber lit at orders of magnitude
more capacity than is historically present on said link. In light
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of this, ONSET assumes that every physical link in the network
has one or more vacant channels (i.e., frequency space that is not
allocated to general traffic).
The second assumption is that all fiber spans carry signals only
between nodes adjacent to the span. This assumption comes from
applying ideas about IP-layer connectivity to optical networks.
However, ROADMs and Optical Cross Connects (OXCs) break this
assumption, and allow for much more complex and diverse connectivity. Network designers often must make tough choices about
where optical paths should be established based on trade-offs between IP demand, signal quality, and available channel space. Furthermore, these optical paths are prone to physical impairments
(e.g., BER/OSNR/Q Factor) and changes in signal quality can prompt
re-routing of optical channels through the network only if space is
available for the channel on an alternate path. In short, the optical
layer is a heterogeneous collection of circuits between diverse endpoints; to simply saturate every link at maximum capacity oversimplifies this state of affairs and prohibits the cross-layer coordination
of resources that we envision to be a powerful new tool for DDoS
defense. We posit that bringing optical awareness (i.e., connecting
the optical layer to DDoS defenses in higher layers) leads to two
key opportunities in combating present and future DDoS attacks.

2.1

Better performance for normal traffic in
large-scale attacks

The first opportunity of optical-aware defense is to protect the
performance of benign traffic by isolating it from suspicious traffic.
Consider the scenario shown in Figure 1. Suppose that the two
transit links, (RO1, RO2) and (RO2, RO3), each has 1 Tbps capacity
and 10 ms latency, given by ten 100 Gbps optical channels, and that
the average utilization of each link by benign users is 1/3. Then,
2/3 or 1.3 Tbps of capacity is left available for DDoS defence, flash
crowds, link failures, etc. Also, since there is only one path from
R1 to R3, the latency is ∼20 ms. Now suppose that a DDoS attack
occurs, and the scrubbing data center at R2 is equipped to filter all
of the traffic, but that legitimate traffic incurs an additional latency
of 200 ms. Now the latency for legitimate senders during an attack
is 220 ms. We model the network cost by proxy using the sum of
capacity for links in the network, therefore the network cost is 2.
Suspicious: R1->R2

R1
Router
ROADM
All traffic
Benign traffic

RO1

RO3

Target
Data Center
R3

ƛ0: All traffic

Drop malicious packets
Scrubber
Data Center

RO2
R2

Figure 1: Optical-unaware defense.
Using ONSET, if we physically separate trusted and suspicious
traffic, we can gain performance and cost benefits. Recall that 2/3
of the link capacities are unused in general. Traffic is distributed
among the ten optical channels evenly. Given that we know the
typical usage of the network by legitimate users, and that we can
detect an attack, suppose we can identify half of the flows on arrival
as trusted. The capacity of trusted traffic then, is 1/3 legitimate
users ×1/2 trusted users ×1 𝑇𝑏𝑝𝑠, or 167 Gbps of legitimate and
trusted users. Now, we can send these flows on two express optical
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channel from RO1 to RO3 with a latency of 10 ms. The performance benefit for trusted flows is 22× reduction in latency, and
for all legitimate flows, the benefit is the weighted average of the
trusted and suspicious/benign traffic, 4.5× reduction in latency
(1/6 × 220/10 + 5/6 × 220/220). In order for a static IP topology
to guarantee such performance, the physical layer connection between R01 and RO3 needs to be available in perpetuity, adding
an additional network cost of 1 Tbps. Therefore, ONSET achieves
performance benefits while reducing network costs by 33%.
Trusted: RO1->RO3, Suspicious: RO1->RO2
ƛ1: Trusted
RO1

R1
Router
ROADM
All traffic
Suspicious traffic
Benign traffic

RO3

R3

ƛ2: Suspicious
RO2

Target
Data Center
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is 3.2, as it must drive the attack cost to 1.6M bots on both links
simultaneously.
(2) Dynamic capacity while providing an express route for
trusted traffic. Another defense strategy is to allocate a fraction
(e.g., half) of the 6 channels between links (RO1, RO2), and (RO2,
RO3). The new link from RO2 to RO3 provides an express-route
for trusted traffic from R3 to R2, and the capacity given to (RO1,
RO2) scales the attack cost while again providing more physical
capacity for identifying malicious senders. In this case, the attack
cost is increased to 1.3M bots, and performance is improved for a
fraction of legitimate senders coming from R2. For a static topology
to provide this benefit, it would need 1.3 Tbps provisioned between
all RO nodes; this gives a total cost of 3.9.

Drop malicious packets

R2

Scrubber
Data Center

Figure 2: ONSET DDoS defense.

2.2

New capabilities for advanced/future
infrastructure attacks

Beyond traffic isolation, the second opportunity of optical-aware
defense is to dynamically reallocate capacities for under-attacked
links. This could bring dual benefits, reducing the application latency and increasing the attacker’s cost.
Consider the setup shown in Figure 3. Suppose that all links
have 1 Tbps of capacity, given by 10 optical channels and that link
utilization by legitimate users is 1/3, or ∼333 Gbps. In this case,
1.3 Tbps is reserved in anticipation of potentially performancedegrading events (e.g., DDoS, flash crowd, link failure, etc.). Again,
we model the network cost via the sum of capacities for all links.
Therefore, the network cost is 2. In this case, a link flooding attack
needs 1M bots each sending 1 Mbps of traffic to render the link from
RO1 to RO2 useless for legitimate users. (The attacker does not
know about the legitimate user demand for the link, thus saturates
the entire capacity.)

Figure 4: ONSET defense for adaptive reconnaissance + link
flooding.
(3) Disrupting adaptive network reconnaissance. To coordinate a link flooding attack, such as Crossfire [32], the attacker
must infer the logical topology of the network. The attacker then
places bots in the network and orchestrates communication between them such that they all use the targeted link. Now, if we
allocate capacity onto a new logical link (e.g., RO2, RO3), this will
change the behavior of the bot’s traffic. The attacker will have to
restart their network reconnaissance and restart the attack. After
they reconfigure the botnet, we can again reconfigure the logical
topology, and force the attacker to start all over again. A static
topology cannot mimic this effect.

3

ONSET VISION AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we describe the high-level vision of ONSET (§ 3.1),
followed by the challenges (§ 3.2). Then, we model the potential
benefits for performance during terabit attacks in § 3.3 with(out) a
system like ONSET. Finally, we outline the design of our ongoing
work in building ONSET (§ 3.4).
Figure 3: Optical-unaware defense for adaptive reconnaissance + flooding.
Using ONSET (Figure 4), we can both scale the attacker’s cost and
increase performance using three distinct strategies:
(1) Dynamic capacity expansion. Recall, we know that link
utilization by legitimate senders is 1/3 of the link’s capacity, which
means there are six out of ten optical channels that can be reprovisioned away from link (RO1, RO3). If we allocate them onto
(RO1, RO2), then the attack cost is scaled to 1.6M bots, a 60% increase.
This new capacity can be used by Spiffy [31] to perform temporary
bandwidth expansion (TBE) and identify malicious traffic more
quickly. The cost for a static topology to provide the same capability

3.1

Vision

We envision ONSET: Optics-enabled In-Network defenSe for
Extreme Terabit DDoS attacks. ONSET is a system to defend newage and future extreme terabit DDoS attacks by leveraging optical
layer programmability. Figure 5 depicts ONSET in contrast to traditional DDoS defenses. At the core of ONSET are three key insights:
(a) isolate and steer suspicious traffic via opportunistic reconfiguration of wavelengths, ensuring the performance of benign traffic
in the face of ongoing attacks; (b) provide coordination across
relevant optical components, switch data planes, and network controllers via vendor-agnostic APIs; and (c) enhance the capacity
of the network paths to alleviate attack-induced congestion in a
performance-aware manner.
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3.2
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Challenges and Requirements

Realizing the above vision raises fundamental challenges—spanning
modeling, systems, and networking aspects—which we explain
below.
1. Gains of ONSET. Given the volume and variety of new-age and
future DDoS attacks (distinguishable vs. indistinguishable, direct vs.
indirect, and variable vs. fixed rate), what are the performance gains
of ONSET in the face of larger scale legacy attacks? Answering
this question is challenging due to paucity of analytical models
for optical-enabled defenses for diverse larger-scale and advanced
attack scenarios.
Traditional DDoS Defense
Static topologies
No traffic
isolation
Attack-induced
congestion

Adaptive
Reconnaissance

Internet
Costly scrubbing
of all traffic
Adaptive
Attacks

Topology unaware
defenses

Access
Denied

Our vision: Optical layer-aware DDoS Defense
Reconfigurable
topologies

Dynamic
capacity

Isolate
suspicious vs.
benign traffic

Adaptive
Reconnaissance

Internet
Scrubbing only
suspicious traffic
Adaptive
Attacks

Topology aware
defenses

Figure 5: ONSET vision and opportunities.
2. Detection and reconfiguration in ONSET. How do we identify malicious vs. benign traffic at line rate and rapidly reconfigure
the wavelengths and switches in ONSET? Addressing this is challenging due to a lack of lightweight detection capabilities at the
data plane and unnecessary reconfiguration delays imposed by
state-of-the-art optical gear.
3. Coordination and Management in ONSET. Further, how do
we communicate the detected attacks and trigger new wavelengths
on demand in a coordinated, performance-aware manner? While
industry efforts (e.g., OpenConfig [41], Open Disaggregated Transport Network, or ODTN [2]) are working on packet-optical network
coordination via open APIs, the scale and dynamism of new-age
and future attacks mandate rethinking of these open APIs, and
building resource management and orchestration modules to make
ONSET practical.

3.3

Modeling Benefits of ONSET

WAN backbones are multi-million dollar assets for which the development and testing of new models and frameworks impose prohibitive start-up costs. While simulation frameworks exist for evaluating large packet-switched networks (e.g., Mininet [36]), these

do not allow for optical reconfigurability that a system like ONSET
provides. The lack of robust and widely tested cross-layer (optical/packet) simulators is a new avenue of research for modeling
and simulation of security applications. We take steps towards modeling our proposed defense and the performance benefit granted
thereby in this section.
To quantify the benefits of ONSET-like systems, we consider the
enterprise WAN modeled as a multi-graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸). 𝑉 is a set
of routers and switches and 𝐸 is a multi-set of ordered pairs, i.e.,
𝐸 = {(𝑒, 𝑐)}. Let 𝑒 be an un-ordered pair of switches, 𝑒 = {𝑥, 𝑦} :
𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 , which represents a link (wavelength or lambda) between
switches, and 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 be the capacity of the wavelength. These
lambdas are reconfigurable, in the sense that they may be assigned
on an edge, or any edge adjacent to a node for which the lambda
is incident. In our model, flows (𝐹 ) are denoted by a source and a
destination address (𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡). We assume that the flows originate
and terminate outside of 𝐺, and categorize them into four subsets.
Flows can be Attack (𝐴), Suspicious (𝑆), Not Suspicious (also known
as Trusted) (¬𝑆), and Benign (𝐵). Note, however, 𝐵 is not necessarily
trusted traffic (¬𝑆). The four classes are related as follows. All flows
are either Suspicious or Trusted; 𝑆 ∪ ¬𝑆 = 𝐹 & 𝑆 ∩ ¬𝑆 = ∅. Attack
traffic is a subset of Suspicious traffic; 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑆. Trusted traffic is a
subset of Benign traffic; ¬𝑆 ⊆ 𝐵. Benign traffic is (𝑆 − 𝐴) ∪ ¬𝑆.
We leverage this model to construct a system that increases
performance for trusted traffic. In a traditional scrubbing-based
solution, anomalies in traffic patterns trigger an alarm when voluminous traffic that is bound for a targeted client enters the network.
After the attack is detected, the network reroutes all traffic bound
for the target through a fixed set of hardware scrubbing appliances.
With ONSET, however, we can achieve wavelength isolation of
traffic, diverting only suspicious traffic 𝑆 through the scrubber and
forwarding ¬𝑆 directly to the client. For instance, we can achieve
this by switching ¬𝑆 traffic to an alternate lambda before it can
enter the data center. Then, a ROADM can be triggered to route
the ¬𝑆 wavelength directly to the destination so that the scrubber
only processes suspicious traffic.
Preliminary Results. Let 𝑇 Gbps of traffic enter the system. Let
𝑇ˆ be the volume of traffic we forward to the client. If we scrub
100% of the ingress traffic, then the rate of traffic we forward to
the client is limited by the bandwidth of the scrubbing appliances
at the data center, 𝑇 𝐷 . However, if we can leverage reconfigurable
lambdas to send trusted traffic, 𝑇 ¬𝑆 around the scrubbers, then the
total bandwidth to the client is augmented with the trusted traffic
(i.e., 𝑇ˆ = 𝑇 𝐷 + 𝑇 ¬𝑆 ).
To see this concretely, suppose a server is the target of a DDoS
attack. As the volume of attack traffic increases, the volume of traffic that the server can respond to decreases as shown in Figure 6
(A). Now, suppose the victim has subscribed to a third party scrubbing service, and can detect the attack and re-route all traffic to the
scrubber. This scrubbing service has a fixed capacity of 4 Tbps and
is 100% effective in removing malicious traffic. However, after the
attack volume exceeds the scrubber’s bandwidth, the total throughput for the victim decreases as seen in Figure 6 (B). If the attacker’s
goal is to reduce the rate for legitimate senders to 300 Gbps, then
they need to scale the attack from 2 Tbps to 8 Tbps—a 4× increase
in cost. We assume that a fixed proportion of legitimate traffic can
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Figure 6: (A) Baseline throughput for legitimate senders and malicious attackers when no defense is deployed. (B) Throughput for legitimate senders when using a 4 Tbps scrubber, with a baseline for reference of improvement. (C) Throughput for
legitimate senders when 40% of good traffic is trusted. The ONSET line is the sum of the trusted line and scrubber line below.
(D) ONSET’s throughput when 80% of traffic is trusted.
be trusted, regardless of the attack strength. For example, if the
historical utilization of the service under attack is 700 Gbps, then
a fraction of the senders who make up 700 Gbps of demand are
labeled as trusted. With trusted traffic prioritized, we can forward
it to the victim without involving a scrubber. Simultaneously, we
deliver all other suspicious traffic to the scrubber.
Figures 6 (C) and (D) illustrate the throughput for different classes
of traffic (trusted, suspicious, malicious, and total) when 40% or
80% of benign traffic is from trusted sources. We can see from the
figure that goodput of the network (i.e., the sum of throughput
by trusted traffic and the scrubbers) asymptotically approaches
the volume of trusted traffic as the strength of the attack grows.
We also notice that the throughput for data leaving the scrubber
approaches zero as the strength of the attack increases. We argue
that physically separating traffic on distinct wavelengths, and only
sending suspicious traffic to the scrubber, increases the quality of
service for the victim’s network during a DDoS attack.
Furthermore, as the scale of the attack increases, so does the benefit in providing an optical layer-aware defense. When the attack
strength reaches 10 Tbps in the baseline scenario, the throughput
for legitimate senders falls to 65 Gbps, ∼9% of its original strength.
The scrubber alone, helped to keep throughput up to 260 Gbps, or
∼37% of the full strength. If we forward 40% of the legitimate traffic
as trusted, the aggregate throughput increases from 260 Gbps to
440 Gbps, or 62% of 700 Gbps—an improvement of 25% percent.
Finally, if the network can identify 80% of traffic as trusted, then
throughput for legitimate senders is ∼620 Gbps, or 88%—an improvement of 51%. These early results show that ONSET can help
increase throughput from 25% to 51% over the scrubber in this
scenario.

3.4

Design Challenges

Motivated by the results above, in this section, we present the
design of ONSET leaving its evaluation to future work.
ONSET uses optical-layer programmability to provide new defenses for DDoS attacks as illustrated in Figure 7. What makes
ONSET unique is its ability to change the data plane of the network
at the physical layer in response to an attack. ONSET defense applications are written using cross-layer APIs and configure the data
plane’s optical and packet-switched network. Open protocols are
used to facilitate these updates and are processed through a central controller with interfaces for managing the packet-switched

and optical network substrates. In this section, we describe the
architecture in greater detail from the bottom up.

Figure 7: ONSET Architecture.
Data Plane: The data plane is built on the physical hardware that
makes up the network, including all packet and optical hardware.
Research on leveraging SDN to manipulate the packet-switched network for security purposes is vast, however optical-layer defense
strategies are non-existent today; the reason being that the optical
layer has primarily been inaccessible to higher-layer applications.
Recent efforts by the Open Networking Foundation and other consortia of operators are changing this through the development of
white-box data models for optical-layer hardware and open-source
implementations.
Control Plane: Open Network Operating System (ONOS), is a
controller that was built to bring greater flexibility to data plane
management. It supports OpenFlow for packet-switch reconfiguration as well as several different interfaces for optical layer reconfiguration including Transport API (TAPI), OpenROADM, and
OpenConfig. These optical layer interfaces have their own strengths
and weaknesses. For example, TAPI is designed for network-wide
configuration and thus keeps an up-to-date representation of the
topology in the controller’s domain, however individual devices of
the topology are out of TAPIs scope. OpenConfig and OpenROADM
have greater support for device-level monitoring and configuration.
For example, OpenConfig allows manual amplifier-gain adjustment
and even wavelength-power adjustments on line-terminating equipment. OpenROADM’s support is somewhere between TAPI and
OpenConfig; it is concerned with curating a holistic view of the
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network while enabling operators to configure lower-level details
of transport intents (e.g., routing-wavelength assignments).
Optics Enabled Applications: ONOS is extensible and therefore
allows integration with user-written applications. Applications can
be written in P4 (e.g., to relate to a switch how it should forward
traffic given different instances of an underlying optical topology),
as YANG data models, and in terms of protocol libraries. The vision
of ONSET is to leverage this extensibility to create a new suite of
defense applications that realize the potential for reconfigurable
optics. Some example applications include—but are not limited to—
DDoS defense, dynamic capacity, wavelength isolation of traffic,
and traffic engineering.
Operator Interface: ONSET supports all of the ONOS operator
interfaces, including GUI, Rest API, gRPC, RestConf, and others.
Operators can push new applications to ONSET via these interfaces,
and ensure consistent and ACID-compliant changes to the control
infrastructure and data plane.
Hitless Transitions: ONSET should ideally guarantee that traffic
traveling across a path that is being reconfigured arrives at its
ultimate destination. The time taken for a reconfiguration event
must be as short as possible for hitless transitions to be feasible.
Furthermore, the network can rely on alternative paths to forward
traffic while migrating lambdas from one set of optical links to
another. In fact, such systems for delivering traffic in dynamic
optical network settings have been demonstrated in data center
networks [22, 40]. As the time for reconfiguration is brought down
in WAN networks, these solutions could be adapted for ONSET.

4

RELATED WORK

SDN + Optics. The use of reconfigurable wavelengths in ONSET is
similar to prior work on software-defined elastic optical networks
(SD-EONs); e.g., see [11, 12, 15, 38, 49]. The main goal of these efforts
is to realize cross-domain lightpath provisioning with cooperative
games [15, 49] and not flexible DDoS defenses. On the contrary,
ONSET’s goal is to allocate wavelengths to isolate and mitigate
DDoS attacks. Moreover, the tasks described in this proposal focus
on bringing optical awareness to today’s DDoS defenses. SDN-based
infrastructure provisioning, in the context of datacenter and WAN
settings, include B4 [28], SWAN [24], Owan [30], and others [14,
23, 33, 45, 51], each of which aims at improving the utilization of
inter-data center and WANs. A survey of related efforts is available
here [6, 50]. None of these efforts focus on DDoS.
SDN + Security. Prior work has shown the benefits of SDN and
NFV to make network security more flexible. Ethane [10] uses a
centralized controller controls switches at critical points to authorized traffic. FlowGuard [26] resolves interfering ACL policies from
firewalls in the SDN network. Other efforts such as FRESCO [44]
implement detection and mitigation modules in the SDN controller.
However, the controller becomes a critical bottleneck for scalability and requires reimplementing functionality that is commonly
available in security middleboxes. OFX [48] and Kinetic [34] focus
on security policies for networks composed of switches. PBS [25]
addresses security challenges induced by BYOD using SDN. Other
efforts have also considered domains such as IoT security. These
efforts do not focus on DDoS attacks which is the focus of this
proposal. More closely related to our work are efforts on looking at
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SDN-NFV solutions for DDoS mitigation (e.g.,[19, 53]). At a high
level, these efforts are complementary techniques that orchestrate
well-known defenses on VMs and switches and do not consider the
novel dimensions of optical/topology reconfiguration which is the
focus of this work. While other work [31, 47] use route reconfiguration for DDoS defense, they do so at the IP layer and do not consider
the full spectrum of recent optical programming capabilities.

5

FUTURE OUTLOOK

An approach like ONSET opens up a number of interesting problems
at the intersection of optical, security, and networking communities,
which we outline below.
Feasibility of ONSET for Diverse DDoS Attacks. Apart from
the direct DDoS presented, grand challenges lie ahead in modeling
and evaluating the gains of ONSET for combating other types of
DDoS attacks. In particular, the feasibility of ONSET in defending (in)distinguishable, fixed vs. variable rate, volume-based, and
protocol-conforming attacks calls for further research involving
optical and security communities. To this end, we are working to
build an accurate modeling and simulation platform for ONSET. The
goal of this platform is to extend existing simulators (e.g., ONOS
Packet/Optical [3], ODTN-Emulator [2]) and enable experiments
to support ONSET security applications.
Prototyping ONSET. The success of ONSET depends on building a prototype based on the design outlined above and its rigorous
evaluation in the face of diverse attack scenarios. This, in turn,
calls for collaborations among optical, networking, and security
researchers. Furthermore, the heterogeneity, scale, and dynamism
of modern DDoS attacks require new testing frameworks and capabilities for ONSET to operate effectively against the growing DDoS
landscape.
ONSET for Advanced Cyber Attacks. While the goal of this
paper is to make a case for optical layer-aware DDoS defense, we
believe that the notion of optical layer awareness is beneficial for a
broader class of cyber attacks. First, reconnaissance is an on-going
problem since the topology can be mapped as shown by Achleitner
et al. [4]. By keeping the performance and network objectives in
mind, we believe ONSET can arbitrarily change wavelengths to
effectively combat reconnaissance by providing cyber deception. In
addition, complementary to NetHide [39], we believe that ONSET
can be used to combat targeted attacks by dynamically altering the
underlying wavelengths and, hence, topologies.
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